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Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a well-established active technology for the direct acquisition of 3D data. In recent

years, the geometric information collected by LiDAR sensors has been widely combined with optical images to provide

supplementary spectral information to achieve more precise results in diverse remote sensing applications. The

emergence of active Multispectral LiDAR (MSL) systems, which operate on different wavelengths, has recently been

revolutionizing the simultaneous acquisition of height and intensity information.
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1. Introduction

LiDAR is a renowned and widely used technology . Fast and accurate acquisition of 3D information is the primary

advantage of this 3D surveying technology. Laser sensors can be mounted on or carried by several platforms: crewed and

uncrewed airborne, satellite, terrestrial, and mobile (including hand-held, backpack, and vehicle-based LiDAR).

Additionally, LiDAR data play an important role in the generation of 3D models ranging from cities and other sites, Digital

Surface Models (DSMs), and Digital Terrain Models (DTMs). LiDAR technology has evolved dramatically since its

appearance in the late 90s. One of the latest and rapidly developing achievements in laser scanning technology is

multispectral LiDAR and hyperspectral LiDAR (HSL) systems, having the ability to concomitantly obtain both geometrical

and spectral information of the surveyed scene . The utilization of intensity information, in conjunction with LiDAR’s

geometric data, has enabled the extraction of additional features that could serve various purposes in remote sensing and

photogrammetry. While passive multi/hyperspectral images have actively shown satisfactory results for land use and land

cover classification as well as target detection, their lack of 3D information limits their capabilities, especially for

interpreting complex scenes. Even though LiDAR data can be combined with multi/hyperspectral passive images to

improve scene characterization , registration problems in space (i.e., alignment and resolution) as well as time (i.e.,

changing observation conditions and dynamic scene), make this fusion challenging . This drawback has prompted the

development of MSL and HSL scanners as single-data source solutions to simultaneously acquire 3D geometric and

radiometric information and alleviate the mentioned problems. For these reasons, MSL systems are currently gaining

interest. Compared to conventional monochromatic (single-wavelength) LiDAR data, MSL data ensure a higher level of

reliability and accuracy in object detection and scene classification . Furthermore, MSL technology

is able to acquire numerous textures of targets . Additionally, delineation of individual trees is quite often difficult when

only geometric spatial information of LiDAR data is taken into account . Notably, contrary to optical imagery sensors,

LiDAR is an active remote sensing sensor that has independent data acquisition of external illumination conditions,

perfectly addressing the common shadow issue in the processing of optical images. Moreover, as reported by the results

in , MSL data can dramatically enhance object detection in comparison to multispectral images. That is why MSL is

becoming a popular source of research data for nD mapping, considering the intensities information as further

dimensions.

2. Multispectral LiDAR Applications

As industrialization advances, the conventional methods of identifying and categorizing objects using optical images are

no longer sufficient for achieving demanding precise outcomes . With the ability to concurrently capture 3D point

clouds in different wavelengths, MSL technology has attracted increasing attention for a variety of applications during the

last decade. The applications of this revolutionary active remote sensing technology are comprised of the following: forest

and urban trees/plants inventories, objects and LULC classification, change detection, bathymetry mapping and coastal

zone management, topographic mapping, archaeology and geology, and last but not least, facilitating navigation systems. 
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2.1. Ecology and Forestry

Most of the published research on MSL is in the domain of ecology and forestry (42.7%). Forest inventory plays a pivotal

role in forest management. Traditionally, ecological studies have relied on laborious, time-consuming, and costly field

visits to gather necessary information. However, remote sensing-based inventorying offers highly promising technology for

these tasks without any destructive sampling and large-scale fieldwork. Thanks to the better canopy penetration capability

of LiDAR sensors over optical ones, the use of laser scanners for accurate estimation of forest variables (such as tree

height, basal area, stem volume, diameter at breast height, and above-ground biomass) has been an active research

focus . Nevertheless, traditional monochromatic laser scanners cannot capture enough information for tree and plant

species classification, and a mix of tree species can even complicate that . To date, passive multispectral optical

sensors and their integration with airborne laser scanners have been widely used for forest tree species classification 

. As different tree species reflect light at different wavelengths, modern MS laser scanners improve tree species

identification accuracy compared to monochromatic LiDAR systems, particularly when tree species diversity is fairly high

(about seven or more species) . In MSL sensors, features describing the 3D structure of tree crowns as well as spectral

information can be used for more detailed analysis of backscatters. Hence, the characterization of tree species, even

identifying invasive ones, is one of the primary and most popular applications of multi-wavelength laser scanning .

Plant reflectance is high at NIR/SWIR wavelengths and low at the green wavelength due to their chlorophyll content,

making a combination of the green laser channel and NIR/SWIR wavelength potentially useful for vegetation analysis. In a

similar manner to the conventional Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) derived from the visible red and NIR

spectral bands, multiple wavelengths of MSL facilitate the calculation of NDVI/pseudo NDVI (pNDVI) or other vegetation

indices. Tian et al.  employed an HSL with 64 wavelength channels (535 nm–850 nm with a 5 nm step), to classify six

plant species using fusion of deep learning-based features and vegetation indices.

MSL technology also has the potential to enhance the accuracy of individual tree detection, especially in dense forests

with clumped trees, which is quite often challenging using only geometric information . This capability was first explored

by Dai et al. , and they applied the mean shift segmentation method in a joint domain of spatial and spectral features.

Also, the spectral information of MSL was utilized for refining under-segmented crown segments. Theirs results showed a

noticeable improvement in dealing with clumped crowns compared to monochromatic wavelength laser scanning. In

another study, according to the findings of Huo and Lindberg , incorporating intensity values in conjunction with a point

density metric resulted in a noteworthy increase of up to 14% in F-scores.

Furthermore, MSL can also be helpful in the more accurate estimation of other parameters of trees. The research

conducted by Gaulton et al. , utilizing SALCA dual-wavelength MSL, demonstrated improvement in the estimation of

canopy cover, gap fraction, and leaf area index. Using three-wavelength Optech Titan LiDAR, Goodbody et al. 

modeled three forest inventory attributes (i.e., Lorey’s height, gross volume, and basal area) as well as three overstorey

species diversity characteristics, including Shannon index, Simpson index, and species richness. Their findings revealed

that although the incorporation of intensity metrics yielded a modest enhancement in accuracy, the significance of these

metrics becomes particularly pronounced when dealing with lower-resolution data in the context of 1 m and 2 m voxel

models. The results of Maltamo et al.  substantiated the better efficiency of MSL in the prediction of forest canopy fuel

parameters, including canopy fuel weight, canopy base height, biomass of living and dead trees, and height and biomass

of the understory tree layer and site fertility. In 2023, Rana et al.  showed that MSL is superior to the combination of

traditional monochromatic LiDAR and color–infrared image in monitoring seedling stands. In addition, the use of MSL

makes the physiological and health condition analysis of vegetation possible  and furthermore enables a better

understanding of periodic changes in carbon content . Junttila  discovered that varying levels of leaf water content in

Norway spruce seedlings exhibit distinct spectral responses while measured using terrestrial MSL. Their experiments

demonstrated that the normalized ratio of two wavelengths, specifically at 905 nm and 1550 nm, holds significant utility in

the estimation of leaf water content. Lately, Shao et al.  substantiated that HSL can also be helpful for more accurate

wood–leaf separation, which mostly relies on monochromatic LiDAR.

2.2. Objects and LULC Classification

Accurate land use land cover classification plays an essential role in urban planning, monitoring climate changes, and

ecosystem protection . In the early studies of LULC classification, multispectral image data were used as the primary

source of sensing Earth surface objects in order to facilitate more detailed object detection. Therefore, MSL is a new

promising sensor for automated mapping of land cover . The use of MSL technology allows for achieving 3D land cover

classification at a finer scale using only MS point cloud data. MSL data have a comparable level of detail to aerial images,

which are currently the primary data source in map updating. Several studies have confirmed that laser scanner intensity

has merit in classifying urban land cover without the aid of passive multispectral images . Chen et al. 
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observed that the spectral patterns of impervious surfaces (e.g., road, rooftops) and single-return vegetation (i.e., grass)

have similar patterns in optical imagery. Using MSL, up to 70% overall accuracy can be achieved in land cover mapping

solely based on intensity measurements . On the other hand, incorporating both geometric and radiometric records, the

accuracy could increase. Hence, MSL systems, integrating both spectral and geometric information, support the

classification of point clouds and could have a vital role in nationwide mapping in the future . Besides ecology, LULC

mapping has attracted remarkable research attention based on MSL technology (39.3%).

2.3. Change Detection

With the rapid development of society, there are increasing demands for more precise monitoring of surface changes.

Recently, the potential of automated change detection from multitemporal airborne MSL was explored for the first time by

Matikainen et al. . It was concluded that even small changes can be revealed by direct comparisons between height

and intensity data from different dates. As a result of conducted research, MSL data could significantly contribute to

increasing the level of automation in nationwide mapping, the frequency of its updates, and consequently improve the

contents of topographic databases, which are currently mainly based on visual interpretation of the images .

2.4. Bathymetry

Generally, MSL instruments are not specifically tailored for hydrographic mapping, but as they encompass a green laser,

they have exhibited bathymetric capabilities . The first usage of MSL dates in this domain dates back to 2016 when

Fernandez-Diaz et al.  mapped bathymetry by extracting DSM and intensity images of three channels as well as

employing Mahalanobis distance and the maximum likelihood classifiers. Moreover, in the next year, using MSL point

cloud data gathered by the Optech Titan sensor and also by extracting several geometric and radiometric features, Morsy

et al.  classified water areas from land by employing a rule-based classification. In another study using a similar sensor,

Yan et al.  mapped the water surface based on a 3D maximum likelihood classifier. These studies demonstrated that

for mapping the water bodies’ areas, MSL is especially more beneficial than conventional monochromatic LiDAR systems.

Furthermore, MSL could facilitate the monitoring of hydromorphological status by estimating some critical indicators such

as water depth, leaf area index, and chlorophyll content .

2.5. Topographic Mapping

Recently, Ali et al.  proposed the idea of generating DTM from MSL data. They extracted DTM from each channel of the

Optech Titan MSL sensor separately and made a comparison between them. They also examined the potential of four

different ground-filtering algorithms, including Adaptive TIN (ATIN), Elevation Threshold with Expansion Window (ETEW),

progressive morphological algorithms, and maximum local slope using LiDAR open-source ALDPAT v.1.0 software. Their

results showed that in the water area, the slope-based and ETEW methods performed well for the third channel. However,

for the other two channels, the morphology-based method yielded better results.

2.6. Archaeology and Geology

One of the interesting and firstly introduced application areas of MSL is archaeological prospection . In 2006, Wehr et

al.  detected the damaged areas of building surfaces caused by enhanced moisture content and/or vegetation using

the designed four-wavelength MSL. Shao et al., 2019  employed a designed AOTF-HSL to preserve historical timber

buildings. They classified building ages and wood species using the spectral information of an eye-safe 81-channel HSL.

Additionally, MSL data can assist geological studies and mining operations. Hartzell et al.  utilized intensity images

acquired from an integrated system that included the RIEGL VZ-400 TLS (NIR) and Nikon D700 camera (RGB) to

distinguish between four different types of rock. Using AOTF-HSL, Shao et al., 2019 , managed to identify four-type

coal/rock specimens. Newly, Sun et al.  showed that spectral profiles collected by hyperspectral LiDAR can effectively

reveal the ore species, especially those in the SWIR range. According to their experiments, HSL has demonstrated

encouraging capability for geological material detection and classification and furthermore for tunnel modeling and also

mineral disaster prevention applications.

2.7. Navigation

The feasibility of HSL systems for autonomous vehicle perception was recently explored by Taher et al. . A frame-based

single photon-sensitive HSL with 30 spectral channels ranging from 1200 to 1570 nm was developed for this purpose.

Their results demonstrated that spectral information from an HSL can accelerate scene recognition accuracy in a

complicated road environment from 50% to 94% with two channels and 30 channels, respectively. Furthermore, Jiang et

al.  developed an intensity calibration-free method to aid point cloud matching in SLAM. Their method is based on

designing an HSL that collects intensity data in eight wavelengths at the same incident angle and range, and
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subsequently, computing spectral ratio value vectors between consecutive laser scans, and finally applying them in point

cloud matching. So, their method improved the accuracy of LiDAR SLAM positioning by combining LiDAR’s intensity

information with its range measurements.
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